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All I want is to go 
back to before I 
hit my head.
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THE ULTIMATE BROS ARE PRACTICING 
SHIRTLESS IN THE PARK NEAR MY 

APARTMENT SO IT MUST BE SPRING

The sun is out
but all I want
is to go back
to before I hit
my head when
I was still going
on my first-
ever vacation 
& calling it 
Surf Trip: Escape
Before the End
of the World
I want to be 
writing poems 
to you that mention 
love & sending 
you screenshotted 
versions with
those lines hidden
not lying in bed
with a two-
week headache
bored & lonely
while everything
happens in sound
waves around me
& I can’t even
write a good 
poem & keep
saying “Jesse—”




the window. A man is removing
dead hedges, revealing a pool.

Through my blinds I watch
a pink balloon blow around

the yard next door & get pinned
against a railing. The next day

it’s in the parking lot. The day after that
it’s gone. Spring arrives, summer.
 
My mother’s birthday, solstice.
I organize my rock collection
 
& photograph shadows. I ask
Siri about the weather & to define
 
brilliant. My brother graduates
from college & I’m not there.
 
I order him a shirt online
because gifts matter to him.
 
I miss swimming with Alanna.
She moves to Toronto
 
because she can’t find a place
in Vancouver. It takes two
 
years for me to turn
a stranger into a friend.

I wonder what kind of animal
that makes me. Maybe I’m
 
some kind of tree. 
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Sometimes it’s exhausting to be 
awake & alive at the same time. 

With my concussion comes tunnel 
vision. This is not a metaphor.

The periphery disappears.
 At first, every touch, all light, 

all sound registers as pressure
 in my head. Whenever I am awake

 I am also in pain. Even so, 
I want to be awake.

When I go out it’s in a hat
& sunglasses with headphones
 
in playing nothing. I pass people
I know who don’t recognize me
 
& am too tired to change
their minds. I lie in the dark
 
& dictate my texts to Siri. Siri?
Make a note: I’m high on pain.
 
Jessica takes me grocery shopping
once a week, tells me she doesn’t
 
know how to love someone
without wanting to see
 
them all the time. I don’t want
to see anyone all the time.
 
I tell Jesse I think I love him
but that I am not sure. 

At the pharmacy an elderly woman 
in a motorized wheelchair tells me
 
to go ahead because I look like
I need it. It sounds melodramatic
 
but all this not moving
is killing me. I dream of swimming
 
every night for a week.
In the beginning I needed help
 
to walk but none came
so I stayed inside where I couldn’t fall
 
or get lost. Now each day I walk
slowly around my neighbourhood
 
holding my own hand.
The dandelions appear
 
overnight. On my way to vote I run
into Michelle, who’s going to her
 
parents’ fortieth anniversary dinner.
I’ve never understood why people
 
get married but now
it makes sense that she did.
 
Selina is grieving her relationship
and reading self-help books.
 
I’m considering hope
& positivity. It’s not cool

but it is pragmatic.
While Jessica drives I look out
 

KIND OF ANIMAL




Each day I walk 
slowly around my 
neighbourhood 
holding my own 
hand.
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the month
I think I’ll
be better
passes
I pick a new
month
it passes
then another
everything
passes me by
at least I’ll
get better
at least
I’ll get better
I’ll get
I’m getting
am I getting
will I

SEPTEMBER

I only cry
on my days off
jk
I sob daily 

AT LEAST





I’m always asking 
whoever I’m 
talking to What 
was I saying?
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When I injured my brain
it was barely spring.
Now it is mid-October
& getting up at eleven
is a big accomplishment.
Last month I counted
the five hundred extra
hours I’ve spent sleeping
in this new state
where sunlight augurs
pain. I lose simple thoughts
before I can finish them
& feel lonely without
my mind. I’m always asking
whoever I’m talking to
What was I saying?
When everyone went
back to school I stayed
home, stopped having
goals, stopped dreaming
of putting my body
in a body of water. I tried
to edit what I wrote
& was bad at it, the kind
of bad trying harder
can’t fix. I felt useless
& alive. I watched
the doctor type prognosis
unknown & let hope
ghost me. Remind me where
the soul lives? How to tell
body from mind?
Ups & downs I say
when asked if I’m recovering.
In crowds I get dizzy
& sweat from the noise
& movement of bodies
around me. I am a woman

who holds her head
slightly off-centre,
always arrives alone,
is relearning most things.
Where to begin?
 

IN EXILE I DRAW THE TOWER CARD




I need a 
poem about 
happiness.
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Can we talk about the moon
tonight? Low & full
in the baby-blue sky. A friend
at my door, the sound
of her laugh & well-loved
heart. I want to be held
up like that. I need a poem
about happiness I haven’t
written yet, an ode
to the ducks in my neighbours’
pool, another for the pink
magnolias of spring—some trees
make it look so easy: Yes,
I can hold all this beauty up.

I NEED A POEM




I fall through the 
space between 
my capacity & my 
desires.
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A morning with myself. 
A mourning—what was it
you wrote in your poem,
Kayla, about the light
those mournings? 
At Megan’s backyard
birthday dinner party
someone called me
by your name. Do you still
get called by mine? Since
before you moved away
symptoms have taken
turns suffocating me.
Each time I learn the name
of one another appears.
Lately I get these anxiety
attacks on weekends
when swells of people
& noise flood the city—
panic arises at the thought
of leaving home. I fall
through the space between
my capacity & my desires.
Is it surprising how 
consistently these lines end
& the world overwhelms
me? Is my current
predicament cosmic
payback for the way I tied
my shoes as a child? 
I identify with the orcas
threatened by marine
traffic noise & the birds
who fly en masse 
into buildings then fall 

out of the sky like something
from an apocalyptic movie.
When an orca calf died
their mother carried them
for seventeen days & scientists
feared for her safety.
I guess I can’t know 
if anyone swam beyond
their limits in caring
for me these sick years
but if I had been carried,
through all that water,
wouldn’t I have felt it?

ORCA MOTHER DROPS CALF AFTER AN 
UNPRECEDENTED SEVENTEEN DAYS OF MOURNING




I wish healing was 
a social activity.
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Dear Jeremy, 
I’m writing this in the room
where our tent is spread
to dry after your cousin’s
wedding in the river
valley I first called home.
There is air between
its layers & a metaphor
in the way thin metal
fingers of support
can turn so little fabric
into a shelter. From your
office near the ocean
you ask how I am
& I answer: Lonely.
I don’t know how
to recover from playing
the role of able-bodied
wedding guest/girlfriend
without confining myself
to the fearful safety
of isolation. Outside, rain
& gray have claimed
the sky again. I pull
your wool socks on
as though to summon
you closer. Earlier
I showered to warm
my still body. Naked
under the water, I thought
Maybe this is all in my 
mind then remembered
the brain fog that forms
like weather in the after-
math of ordinary

exertion, the trails pain
has worn through
the underbrush of my
body. Even now
this landscape
is assembling, Glück
writes. I wish I could stop
falling for the lies 
this world tells about bodies
whose production of labour
falters. I wish healing
was a social activity. 
I wish I could do it out
in the open & nothing
would hurt me.

SAFETY CAGE DIARY




My body must 
believe in me 
so much.
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I walk in circles, forget
my wallet, remember
nothing, put my hoodie
on backwards & moan. 
Snow tonight. The city quiet
& my vision blurry.
I’m told it has something
to do with my eyes
that I spell words beginning
with their second letters.
My body must believe
in me so much, to make
a habit of thinking
I’ve done more than I have.

TWO YEARS POST-INJURY
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The lunar eclipse begins
while you are driving.
 
I am always in the passenger
seat & do not mind it as a fact
 
though it concerns me
as a metaphor. How to be
 
sick & ambitious is a question
I can ask but not yet answer.
 
The people I hope will heal me
make my diagnosis feel
 
like a sign that spells
C-A-S-H  G-R-A-B in neon
 
letters. They’re as licensed
as the ones whose help is tender
 
& necessary as light
but harder to find than blue sky
 
in a west coast winter. The doctor
says it’s not my memory
 
that keeps me from getting
everything I need at the store.
 
Rather, that I am inattentive.
As though I should hold all
 
things in my consciousness.
Avocados always in the palm
 

of my mind. Distraction
a luxury of the able. The end
 
of May & already forest fire
haze drops like a veil
 
over the mountains white
settlers re-named after birds
 
& trees & men. My own
ability to forget what I am
 
capable of astonishes me.
I remind myself I can survive
 
the bike ride one neighbourhood
east & back home. What does this
 
verb mean, to survive?
A question I keep asking
 
with my life.

HOLD ME IN THE PALM OF YOUR MIND
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